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ecently, Sander Brouwers-an avid
road-racing enthusiast friend-had the
opporlunity (translation: "necessity")

to change the clutch in his 2001 E46 M3.
Several years of track and sffeet abuse had
taken their toll, and his original clutch was
begrnning to slip. After carefully considering
all of his options, he decided that a UUC
Motorwerks Stage Two lighnveight flyrvheel
and organic M5 "sprung center" clutch setup
would be an interesting upgrade. This pack-

age was supposed to offer the best ofboth
worlds, providing smooth engagement with
a useful increase in acceleration, due to the
flywheel's lightened mass. Would this be
advertising hyperbole or empirical fact?

I  had the  chance to  tag  a long and
photograph the process from start to finish
for Roundel-conclusively proving that
despite common opinion, some BMW
owners do get their hands dirry ! If you have
at least a little mechanical skill. here's how

you can get yours similarly soiled; you'll
save a bundle of cash, and feel a genuine
sense of accomplishment.

Will the removal of nearly nvenff pounds
of mass from the back of your engine make
a dramatic difference in real-world perfor-
mance? In a nutshell, yes. While no one's
ever accused the M3 of sluggish accelera-
tion, the new UUC unit adds a new life to
Brouwers'red rocket ship. Engine response
is now snappy in any performance mode,
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making heel-toe downshifts absurdly easy-
and a natural part of everyday driving.

The UUC pressure plate provides 2,400
pounds of  s tat ic  c lamping force,  and
eliminates the LUK-manufactured Self-
Adjusting Clutch mechanism (aiso referred
to as the self-machining clutch) and its
related host ofissues. The original double-
mass f1ywheel, useful for absorbing horse-
power and smoothing the engine's power
pulses in order to reduce transmission gear

noise at idle, was replaced by UUC's
single-mass aluminum unit, requiring the
use of a spring-center clutch disc. Rob
Levinson, the owner of UUC Motorwerks,
has selected a Sachs "organic" OEM M5
clutch disc as the best overall solution for
daily performance driving and occasional
track use. The new unit features much
improved engagement feel while st i l l
avoiding the "track-only" heaviness of
other performance clutches.

Brouwers is happier now and no longer
worried that a ride on a tow truck is in his
car's immediate future. He's also thrilled
by the M3's new-found squirt. There's no
increase in the top-end speed; a lightweight
flywheel doesn't add horsepower, itjust frees
up what's already available. Let's face it;
building upon the already-formidable talents
of the E46 M3 is no small task. UUC has
found a way. lt's now up to you, the owner, to
install it. Here's the step-by-step procedure:
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